Background
There are many instruction sequences that correspond to a program, any of which serves equally for users as long as they are functionally equivalent. In other words, there is redundancy in constructing instruction sequence of a program. Such redundancy can be utilized for watermarking or information hiding [1] .
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the redundancy in instruction sequences, particularly in the order of variables and instructions. However, it is very difficult to count all redundancy, because there are many options. Thus, in this paper, only four options are examined; (1) reordering global variables, (2) reordering local variables, (3) reordering basic blocks, and (4) reordering instructions in each basic block. The performance and object size of benchmark programs are also examined before and after the reordering. All measurements were made with ELF object files for Intel x86 architecture, which were generated by GCC 2.95.3 and binutils 2.13.
Reordering of variables
Generally, users are unaware of the addresses of variables. Therefore, we can construct functionally equivalent programs by reordering variables on main memory. Since there are n! options to arrange n elements, we can generate n! functionally equivalent instruction sequences with n variables.
There are global and local variables in C language. Global variables are categorized into three types; external variables, static variables, and initialized variables. It is possible to reorder external variables by adding a feature to a linkage loader (ld ), which arranges the addresses of external variables. Static variables and initialized variables are registered in .bss and .data sections, respectively, and thus can be reordered by changing the order of definition in assembly files after compilation.
Local variables are allocated on stack or on registers. Local variables on stack are accessed via EBP register with the offset values that are assigned by compiler. Therefore, it is possible to reorder local variables on stack by adding a feature to C compiler. There is also certain redundancy in register allocation, which could be also utilized by enhancing C compiler. However, this redundancy is not examined in this work, leaving it for future works.
Reordering of instructions
An instruction sequence is divided into basic blocks, each of which is a sequence of instructions that is executed straight from its beginning to its end. The addresses of basic blocks can be arbitrarily reordered, if the order of execution is maintained by adding unconditional jump instructions (Fig. 1 ). This redundancy is usable to embed a digital signature into a program [2] [3] . In this study, a program was developed to read an assembly file, to divide it into basic blocks, and to reorder these basic blocks.
It is also possible to reorder instructions in a basic block, if the resulting instruction sequence is functionally equivalent to the original one. For example, in Fig. 2 , the instructions (1) and (2) are exchangeable, because both sequences yield the same result.
Let Ref [x] and Sto[x] be the sets of read operands and write operands of an instruction x, respectively. Instructions x and y are independent, if the following condition holds:
In this study, a program was developed to reorder instructions in each basic block and to count possible combinations of functionally equivalent instruction sequences in an assembly file. 
Experiments and results
The options to arrange n items are n! = O(n n ), which is difficult to handle when n is large. Thus, PPS (Partial Permutation Scheme) [4] was adopted in this study. Items are divided into chunks, each of which includes 6 items and 6! = 720 options. Odd items were excluded from measurements. Table 1 lists the open source programs in C language, which were selected for experiments in this study.
Detected redundancy is summarized in Table 1 . The redundancy in instructions is larger than that in variables, because the number of instructions is usually larger than the number of variables. In optimized object codes, local variables are allocated to registers and practically no redundancy is derived from them. It is thus necessary to examine the redundancy of register allocation, but it is left for future studies.
Figures 3 and 4 display the relationships between object file size and the information capacity in reordering basic blocks and instructions in basic blocks, respectively. Information capacity was converted from detected redundancy. Information density, which is defined by information capacity divided by object file size, was estimated to be 0.3% for reordering of basic blocks (Fig. 3) , 0.3% for reordering of instructions in basic blocks (Fig. 4) , and 0.02% for reordering of global variables.
These techniques may have some negative impacts on the performance and the size of instruction sequence. In reordering basic blocks, maximally 6.1% performance degradation was observed in three benchmark programs on a Xeon 2.8GHz system. The performance degradation was less than 5.1% for other three cases. Basic block reordering also incurs (maximally) 4.7% increase in object file sizes of the programs shown in Tab. 1, while no increase was observed for other three techniques.
